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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Courts today are more skeptical than in the past of predatory-pricing allegations. This skepticism grows largely from economic research showing that predatory pricing is unlikely to result in a monopoly because rivals of predators have both incentive and ability to withstand the predatory onslaught. Moreover, customers and suppliers of predatory pricers also often have incentive and ability to thwart predatory efforts. However, the incentives and strategies available to customers and suppliers have thus far escaped systematic investigation.

While some of these 'private policing' strategies are lawful, one of the perverse consequences of antitrust law is to make many of these strategies unlawful. Minimum resale price maintenance, maximum resale price maintenance, and price discrimination are only some of the means that would be open to suppliers to police against predation if such practices did not run afoul of antitrust law. Antitrust prohibitions thus increase the costs to private firms of protecting themselves from monopoly.

Once the incentives customers and suppliers have to prevent monopoly are more fully taken into account, predatory pricing is recognized as even less likely than when only rivals’ reactions to below-cost prices are considered. Appreciation of the role of customers and suppliers in the competitive process makes clear the senselessness of several recent antitrust suits-such as the federal government's suit against Microsoft, and the suit filed by independent booksellers against book publishers.
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In 1991, three retail pharmacies in Faulkner County, Arkansas sued Wal-Mart for selling pharmaceutical items at predatorily low prices. The plaintiffs claimed in *American Stores v. Wal-Mart, Inc.*¹ that Wal-Mart’s below-cost pricing of some pharmaceuticals threatened to create for Wal-Mart a monopoly in pharmaceutical retailing in Faulkner County. The plaintiffs’ story is a familiar one to students of antitrust law: by pricing below cost, a “predator” (in this case Wal-Mart) forces its rivals to price below cost. The losses thereby inflicted on rivals drive them into bankruptcy, leaving the predator as the market’s sole supplier. With rivals gone, the predator will raise prices to monopolistically high levels. To avoid this undesirable outcome in the future, the law must command the predator to stop charging dangerously low prices today. Only through the diligent policing of courts and antitrust agencies against such predatory tactics can consumers be saved from the extortions of monopolists.

Is this concern about “predatory pricing” warranted? For most of this century, the consensus answer was “yes.” Until the late 1950s, economists and legal experts agreed that predatory pricing was an effective means of monopolizing markets. Inflicting losses on rivals through below-cost pricing seems such an obvious technique for scaring away all competition.

Alas, what seems obvious on first blush is not at all obvious upon closer investigation. An avalanche of “Chicago School” economic analysis beginning in 1958 swept away the prior unthinking faith in the ability of below-cost pricing to beget monopolies.² “Predation doesn’t pay and, thus, won’t be attempted,” has been the consensus conclusion of antitrust economists for much of the past four decades.³

Although the Chicago School skepticism of predatory pricing remains dominant today, we later discuss efforts to undermine it and to replace it with a new consensus in which predation is once again regarded as a genuine threat to competitive markets. Those leading today’s charge against

Until the late 1950s, economists and legal experts agreed that predatory pricing was an effective means of monopolizing markets.
Chicago School analyses of predation focus on the high costs of predation to predators in conjunction with rivals’ incentives to defeat predators. While we endorse these Chicago analyses, we move beyond them by showing that predatory-pricing schemes can often be undermined by suppliers or customers of predators. Even if rivals are unable to squelch predatory-pricing schemes, suppliers or customers of predators will often take effective steps to prevent predation from succeeding.

First, though, let’s briefly review the reasons why Chicago School scholars are rightly skeptical of predatory-pricing allegations.

**WHY PREDATORY PRICING IS UNLIKELY:**
**THE CHICAGO VIEW**

Even if a predator manages to run existing rivals out of business, new entrants will emerge once the predator starts trying to recoup its price-war losses by charging monopoly prices. This new competition keeps the predator from recouping the losses it necessarily incurred by pricing below cost during the predation period; hence, the threat of new entry is generally sufficient to keep firms from predatorily pricing in the first place. Empirical and theoretical work confirm this conclusion.\(^4\)

But no predator is likely to get even this far. In fact, predatory pricing is an exceedingly poor way to run rivals out of business. Not only does a predatory-pricing firm incur large losses today as a result of below-cost sales, but its losses are necessarily larger than those of its rivals. Rivals, after all, can reduce the amounts they sell below cost while the predator must — to hurt rivals by taking away their customers — expand output during the price war. Predatory pricing hurts the predator more than the prey. This indisputable fact led Robert Bork to advise that “the best method of predation is to convince your rival that you are a likely victim and lure him into a ruthless price-cutting attack.”\(^5\)

By showing that attempted monopolization through below-cost pricing is much like sightings of the Loch Ness monster, Chicago-style economists concluded that cries of predatory pricing are almost always deceitful. Low prices invariably reflect superior efficiency rather than monopoly design. To put it bluntly, plaintiffs in predation cases are firms that prefer to compete in the courtroom rather than in the marketplace. By misleading a judge or jury to conclude that a rival’s low prices portend monopoly, a predation plaintiff avoids the inconvenience of competing

---

**Recent academic efforts to discredit the Chicago skepticism of predation are themselves critically flawed.**

**Plaintiffs in predation cases are firms that prefer to compete in the courtroom rather than in the marketplace.**
through low prices and improved quality. (In *Wal-Mart*, one of the plaintiffs admitted on the stand that Wal-Mart’s entry into the retail pharmacy business provoked his firm to operate more efficiently!) By summoning the force of law to prevent rivals from serving consumers as well as rivals can, plaintiffs in predation cases pose a much greater threat to competition than do firms who vigorously lower their prices. Consumers invariably suffer whenever plaintiffs win — or even file — predation suits.

This Chicago School skepticism of predatory-pricing claims is rubbing off on federal courts. In two landmark decisions during the past decade, the United States Supreme Court substantially increased the evidentiary burdens confronting plaintiffs in predatory-pricing cases under federal law. Unlike in the past, plaintiffs today must do more than assert that prices have fallen in response to the pricing practices of larger rivals. Nor can plaintiffs any longer create a presumption of predation by merely pointing to defendants’ internal memos featuring belligerent language such as “let’s crush the competition.” The Court now understands that price cutting lies at the heart of the competitive process and that muscular language in memos is consistent with healthy competition. (Would you invest your money in a firm whose managers expressed no optimism about the firm’s chances of outperforming rivals?) Importantly, the Court also realizes that predatory-pricing suits are too likely to be ruses to avoid, rather than to promote, competition.

Some state courts, too, have grown more sophisticated in their predation analyses. For example, in *Wal-Mart* the Arkansas Supreme Court overturned a trial-court ruling in which Wal-Mart was found to have priced predatorily. In reversing the trial court, Arkansas’s high court found that Wal-Mart’s admittedly low pharmaceutical prices were competitive rather than predatory. Nevertheless, Wal-Mart’s victory was narrow: the high court ruled in Wal-Mart’s favor by 4 to 3.

**A RESUSCITATION OF ACTIVE GOVERNMENT ATTACKS ON PREDATORY PRICING?**

Wal-Mart’s slim victory reflects the current trend in the economics of predation. Whereas economists and many courts have generally agreed, at least since the mid-1980s, that predatory pricing is so rare that it warrants little concern, this consensus may now begin to dissolve. The solvent is a new breed of theorists who insist that Chicago School scholars do not appreciate the extent to which business people behave “strategically.” This new breed of theorists argues that the conventional supply-and-demand analysis of Chicago takes inadequate account of all the clever and future-oriented “strategic” maneuvers available to firms seeking monopoly power. For example, while Chicago theory concludes that predatory pricing won’t occur because the predator must endure larger losses than the prey, the new theory insists that many predators are willing to incur these larger losses today in
order to build a reputation as an aggressive price cutter. As soon as rivals and potential entrants learn how very aggressive the predator is, rivals and entrants will learn not to undercut the predator’s monopoly prices.

The risk here is that the law will eventually follow this new strategic economics literature, abandoning its well-founded skepticism of predatory-pricing claims. Recent court suspicion of predatory-pricing claims rests solidly on the Chicago-style supply-and-demand reasoning responsible for the economic consensus of the 1980s that predatory pricing is no more real than the Loch Ness monster. But if some economists become increasingly enthralled with strategic predation stories, there is a genuine hazard that courts in the future will use these new theories to renew attacks on firms that energetically lower prices and improve product quality.

Despite the theoretical wizardry of “strategic economists,” their attempts to justify vigorous government and court action against alleged predatory pricing fail. They overestimate the institutional competence of courts to distinguish competitive price cuts from “predatory” price cuts. That is, even if clever strategizing by aspiring monopolists often cleared straight paths to monopoly, it is impossible for courts to distinguish legitimate price cutting of the kind the antitrust laws are supposed to promote from price cutting that portends future monopolization. Legal attacks on strategic predatory pricing would necessarily be accompanied by legal attacks on legitimate price cutting. Unless there is good reason to believe that most price cutting leads to monopolization, a dubious proposition, to say the least, enabling courts and antitrust agencies to police against predatory pricing surely promises to do more harm than good to competition and consumers.

But a more fundamental problem mars the strategic predation literature: its proponents are insufficiently sensitive to the role of strategic behaviors! Once the full panoply of strategic behaviors are accounted for, it turns out that the conclusions drawn from tried-and-true Chicago microeconomics are right on the money. Predatory pricing is a futile means of monopolizing markets.

All Firms Have Incentives to Maintain Competitive Suppliers and Buyers

The market can self-police against monopolization. Every market is chock-full of firms with incentives to ensure that competition prevails. Every firm is a buyer wanting its suppliers to behave competitively, and every firm is a seller wanting its customers to behave competitively. To the extent that firms can act on those incentives, there is no need for administrative agencies and courts to police against attempted monopolization. Insufficient recognition has been paid to the strategies available to firms operating either upstream (as suppliers) or downstream (as buyers) from would-be monopolists to police against monopolization. This paper attempts to remedy that oversight.
We argue also that the plausibility of many claims of predatory pricing can be gauged by looking at who does — and who does not — complain about alleged threats of monopolization. Failure of suppliers or buyers to protest against alleged attempted monopolization is much like the dog in the Sherlock Holmes mystery that didn’t bark. The absence of such protests is strong evidence that the defendant’s allegedly predatory activities are, in fact, pro-competitive.\textsuperscript{11}

It is easy to understand why buyers want their suppliers to be competitive. Monopolists charge higher prices than competitors. As a consequence, buyers can afford fewer units. Monopoly causes buyers to pay more per unit and to get fewer units. But it is no less true that suppliers want their customers to be competitive. For example, soft-drink manufacturers’ demand for high-fructose corn syrup (used as a sweetener) is greater the larger the volume of soft-drinks sold to consumers. If Coca-Cola and Pepsi compete vigorously against each other, soft-drink prices will remain low and consumers will buy more soft-drinks than if Coca-Cola and Pepsi successfully collude to avoid competing against each other. Monopolization of the soft-drink market translates into lower demand for high-fructose corn syrup. Archer-Daniels-Midland and other suppliers of high-fructose corn syrup thus earn lower profits as a result of the downstream monopolization of the soft-drink market. Thus, these suppliers have an interest in keeping soft-drink manufacturing competitive.

The upshot is that while each firm would like to have a monopoly of its stage of the production process, such monopolies hurt all firms elsewhere in the production process. Whether monopolist or competitor, every firm has an interest in keeping upstream suppliers and downstream buyers competitive.

\textbf{ONE MONOPOLIST IS BETTER THAN TWO}

It is important also to bear in mind the following two well-established and related economic findings. First, if there is monopoly power anywhere in the production process, there is only one price paid by final consumers that maximizes monopoly profits.\textsuperscript{12} The second point is what economists call the “successive-monopoly problem.” The successive-monopoly problem exists whenever two or more firms in a production process have monopoly power and each charges monopoly prices. Under these circumstances (e.g., when a raw-material monopolist and a downstream manufacturer are both charging monopoly prices) the price paid by consumers of the final output will be higher than the price that maximizes aggregate monopoly profits.\textsuperscript{13} In other words, in any production process involving two or more stages of production, charging monopoly prices at more than one of those stages results in lower total monopoly profits earned by producers than if a monopoly price is charged at one and only one stage of production.
For example, let’s say that soft-drink retailing is monopolized through successful predatory-pricing by Coke against Pepsi and all other rivals. Once Coke is the soft-drink monopolist, Coke charges retailers a monopoly price for its drink. Let’s further assume that all of Coke’s suppliers — from raw-material extractors through intermediate-input producers — remain competitive. Under these conditions (which are the best imaginable for Coca-Cola shareholders), Coke’s monopoly profits will be, say, $10 million annually.

Now, though, suppose that the sweetener market also becomes monopolized, so that there are now two stages of production in the soft-drink market that are monopolized: the market for sweetener and the market for the final cola product. When the sweetener market becomes monopolized, Coca-Cola’s monopoly profits fall, even though it still enjoys a monopoly in the final cola market. The reason for the fall is that the price of one of Coca-Cola’s inputs rises due to upstream monopolization. Coke’s costs increase; hence, it produces and sells less of its drink than it did before the sweetener market was monopolized. Moreover, the fall in Coke’s monopoly profits will be greater than the rise in monopoly profits earned by the sweetener monopolist. Coke’s annual monopoly profits may fall from $10 million to, say, $6 million. If so, we can be sure that the monopoly profits earned by the sweetener monopolist are less than $4 million.

Every firm has an interest in keeping upstream suppliers and downstream buyers competitive.

To understand more clearly economists’ finding that monopolies at two or more stages of production result in lower total monopoly profits than does monopoly at only a single stage, it is helpful to think of a tollroad. Imagine that you own the only road linking Washington to Baltimore. Anyone who wants to travel by car the fifty miles between these two cities must use your road. Further suppose that profits are maximized by charging a toll of $10 for each one-way trip — i.e., $10 per trip is the monopoly price. Any toll lower or higher than $10 generates lower revenues than does a toll of $10. Putting aside the time and administrative costs of actually paying and collecting the toll, it makes no difference at how many points you collect the toll. If $10 is the profit-maximizing toll, you can collect $10 all at once from each driver at the beginning or at the end of the journey. Or you can collect $5 at the beginning and $5 at the end. Or you can collect $2 at each of five toll booths along the way. Or you can collect $1 at each of 10 toll booths along the way. Regardless of the number of booths you use to collect tolls, you have an incentive to ensure that the total amount collected per driver per trip is no less and no more than $10.

Now imagine that the tollroad has two owners. Someone owns the first 25-mile stretch, while the other person owns the second 25-mile stretch. Because the number of owners of the tollroad doesn’t affect drivers’ demands to use the tollroad, if $10 is the profit-maximizing toll when the tollroad has a single owner, then $10 is the profit-maximizing toll when the tollroad has multiple owners. With two different owners, joint profits will be maximized.
if each owner charges a toll of $5 per driver — or if only one owner charges
$10 and the other owner charges nothing. Either way, drivers will pay $10
for each one-way trip between Washington and Baltimore. Any combination
of tolls adding up to something other than $10 per one-way trip will reduce
the joint profits earned by the road’s owners.

But now suppose that the owner of the second 25-mile stretch of the
tollroad raises his toll to $6 while the owner of the other half of the road keeps
his toll set at $5. The total cost per trip to each driver of using this road rises
to $11, which causes too few drivers to use the road. Joint profits earned on
the road thus fall below what those profits would be if the sum of the two tolls
per driver equalled $10. In short, by charging a toll that causes the total toll
per one-way trip to be greater than $10, owner #2 takes money out of owner
#1’s pocket. Moreover, we know that whatever increase in profits owner #2
enjoys by charging a price of $6 rather than $5, this increase is smaller than
the decrease in owner #1’s profits. If owner #2’s toll hike did not cause owner
#1 to lose more than owner #2 gained, then a joint toll of $10 would not be
the profit-maximizing toll. But because the joint profit-maximizing toll is
$10, any action causing drivers to pay a total toll of more than $10 per one-
way trip reduces the total joint profits earned by the two road owners. Clearly,
owner #1 has incentives to compel owner #2 to lower his toll to $5.

Thus, both monopolists and competitors want their suppliers and
buyers to be competitive. But what practical strategies might firms pursue
to thwart monopolization at other stages of production? A number of such
strategies are available. And even more would be available were it not for
perverse prohibitions created by antitrust laws. We use the Wal-Mart case
as an example to show how the market might self-police against monopoli-

AN EXAMPLE USING PHARMACEUTICAL RETAILING

We begin this example by initially making the extreme assumption
that Wal-Mart has already monopolized retail pharmacy sales. Consumers,
obviously, would suffer. But so, too, would pharmaceutical suppliers.
Because monopolist Wal-Mart would raise retail prices to monopoly levels,
fewer pharmaceuticals would be sold at retail than would be sold if retailing
were competitive. Consequently, wholesale demand for pharmaceuticals
would be lower than otherwise. This reduced demand snatches money
directly out of the pockets of pharmaceutical suppliers. Surely these
suppliers will not sit by idly as Wal-Mart’s monopoly eats into their profits.

How might Wal-Mart’s suppliers undermine Wal-Mart’s monopoly?
Several strategies are available. Pharmaceutical suppliers can enter the retail
pharmacy trade and compete head to head with Wal-Mart, either by opening
their own new retail establishments, by purchasing existing retailers, or by
In the face of new entry, Wal-Mart would have no choice but to lower its retail prices to competitive levels.

Some suppliers — those who enjoy some monopoly power (say, because of a patent or because of well-developed brand-name recognition) — also can force Wal-Mart to behave competitively by imposing sales quotas on Wal-Mart. If a supplier is the exclusive producer of a pharmaceutical item crucial to Wal-Mart’s retail pharmacy business (for example, Bayer aspirin or a patented drug that all self-respecting, full-service pharmacies carry), this supplier may be able to contractually insist that Wal-Mart sell some minimum number of units of the item every month. The supplier can set this minimum number at the competitive level. To sell this competitive quantity, Wal-Mart will have to lower the price it charges for this item down to what the price would be if Wal-Mart confronted competitors. Failure of Wal-Mart to meet its sales quota allows the supplier to stop supplying Wal-Mart. If the supplier’s product is critical enough to Wal-Mart’s retail success, and if this product is unavailable from other suppliers, Wal-Mart has incentive to meet the sales quota, lest it lose the opportunity to carry an important retail item.

To ask how suppliers might undermine an existing monopoly, however, is to overlook the most important avenues open to suppliers to keep the retail pharmacy market competitive. Wal-Mart’s suppliers have an interest in stopping the monopoly before it materializes.

Suppose, for example, that the Merck pharmaceutical company suspects that Wal-Mart’s low retail prices will eventually generate a Wal-Mart monopoly in the retail pharmacy market. Merck can refuse to deal with Wal-Mart as long as Wal-Mart charges prices that Merck feels are too low. Because Wal-Mart does not yet have a monopoly, Merck suffers no significant loss of sales by refusing to distribute through Wal-Mart: Merck will increase the amount of pharmaceuticals it distributes through Wal-Mart’s rival pharmacies. Buyers who otherwise would have purchased Merck products from Wal-Mart purchase these products instead from other pharmacies. Wal-Mart’s rivals are helped — they now have more business — while Wal-Mart suffers from the loss of Merck supplies. Wal-Mart’s ability to predatorily price rivals out of business is curtailed.

Merck can avoid retail monopolization also by helping to finance the efforts of Wal-Mart’s rivals to survive a predatory-price war. By lending monies or guaranteeing bank loans to beleaguered retail pharmacies, Merck diminishes Wal-Mart’s prospects for successful monopolization. As Robert Bork points out, the prey “would merely have to show the predator his new line of credit to dissuade the predator from attacking.” A retail pharmacy that shows Wal-Mart a contract pledging monies from Merck (or from some

If even one of Wal-Mart’s rivals has the financial wherewithal to successfully fight a predatory-price war with Wal-Mart, Wal-Mart will never monopolize its market.
other sound lender) will deflate Wal-Mart’s enthusiasm for continuing a predatory price war. After all, if even one of Wal-Mart’s rivals has the financial wherewithal to successfully fight a predatory-price war with Wal-Mart, Wal-Mart will never monopolize its market.

At the very least, if Wal-Mart were really a threat to monopolize pharmaceutical retailing, Merck and other Wal-Mart suppliers have incentives under existing antitrust laws to assist in legal actions against Wal-Mart. Merck could support a predatory-pricing suit filed by another private party or by the government by offering to testify about the monopolizing dangers of Wal-Mart’s pricing policy, and, perhaps, by giving evidence that prices charged by Wal-Mart are below the wholesale prices Merck charges Wal-Mart. But in the actual suit in Wal-Mart, the trial record contains no indication that any pharmaceutical supplier uttered a word of complaint against Wal-Mart’s pricing practices. No pharmaceutical supplier even bothered to submit an amicus brief supporting the plaintiffs’ case against Wal-Mart. Dogs that should have barked, if Wal-Mart’s actions presaged monopoly, remained tellingly silent. Although it is impossible to say for certain why no supplier of Wal-Mart assisted in the preparation and prosecution of the plaintiffs’ case, the silence of suppliers at least suggests that suppliers did not believe that Wal-Mart’s pricing practices threatened monopolization.

PERVERSE EFFECTS OF ANTITRUST LAWS

Although ostensibly designed to promote competition, antitrust laws are riddled with doctrines that prevent self-policing by market participants against attempted monopolization. Perhaps the most notorious antitrust doctrine in this regard is the per se prohibition on minimum resale price maintenance (minimum rpm). In place since 1911, this prohibition bans contracts between manufacturers and distributors under which distributors agree not to resell the manufacturer’s goods to consumers at prices below some minimum. On one side, supporters of the ban insist that minimum rpm hurts consumers by promoting collusion either among manufacturers or distributors. On the other side, opponents of the ban argue that minimum rpm promotes consumer well-being by giving retailers appropriate incentives to market goods. This latter argument enjoys the great bulk of theoretical and empirical support.

Yet another reason, never before recognized, justifies overturning the ban on minimum rpm. Minimum rpm contracts would be effective devices for suppliers to use against downstream firms suspected of monopolizing distribution. If Merck suspects that Wal-Mart is pricing some Merck pharmaceuticals below cost in an attempt to monopolize retail distribution, and if Merck fears that Wal-Mart’s pricing policy might actually create a retail monopoly, Merck could use minimum rpm to prevent Wal-Mart from

The silence of suppliers in this case against Wal-Mart suggests that suppliers did not believe that Wal-Mart’s pricing practices threatened monopolization.
reselling Merck products below cost. The minimum resale price specified in the contract would be high enough to ensure that Wal-Mart’s rivals earn an adequate return on this product. Because minimum rpm contracts are now illegal, however, this potential weapon in policing against downstream monopolization is unavailable to suppliers.

Even sillier than the ban on minimum rpm is the ban on maximum rpm — a ban prohibiting manufacturers from contractually capping the retail prices charged by their distributors. Not only does the law prevent suppliers from negotiating contracts in which distributors agree not to lower resale prices below some minimum, the law outlaws contracts in which distributors agree not to raise resale prices above some maximum! The per se ban on maximum rpm has been roundly and rightly criticized as serving not even an ostensibly good purpose.23 (How can contracts that keep prices down possibly harm consumers?) And the benefits to consumers of maximum rpm contracts are obvious. Manufacturers who find it efficient to grant exclusive territories to distributors — such as newspaper companies that allocate each of their delivery routes to one and only one deliverer at a time — may find that these deliverers who face no competition will jack resale prices up to monopoly levels. Maximum rpm contracts are a harmless way for manufacturers to prevent their distributors from charging monopoly prices.

This same logic suggests in addition that maximum rpm contracts would deter monopolization attempts by distributors. If maximum rpm contracts were legal and enforceable, a distributor would have little to gain by even a successful predatory attack on rivals. Once the predator has secured a monopoly, manufacturers have incentives to insist on maximum rpm contracts with the monopoly distributor. Because such contracts ensure that the monopoly distributor makes no monopoly profits, there is no reason in the first place for any distributor to predate on rival distributors. The very possibility of maximum rpm deters downstream distributors from predatory attacks against rivals.

Rpm is not the only currently illegal business tactic that could be used, were it not illegal, to police against monopolization. Price discrimination also can make efforts to monopolize more difficult. Robert Bork saw this possibility clearly when he wrote that “sellers who saw a monopoly developing at the customer level would offer the lower prices to other customers to prevent that outcome.”24 Unfortunately, the Robinson-Patman Act subjects price-discriminating firms to the risk of being dragged into court on antitrust grounds. Despite the Robinson-Patman Act’s cost-justification defense, selling the same goods at different prices to different customers remains legally risky even in the face of different costs of servicing these different customers.25 Because the Robinson-Patman Act contains no “protecting-against-downstream-monopolization” defense, it would be near impossible for a price-discriminating seller to defend against a charge of violating the
Act on the grounds that the seller’s different prices are meant to increase the costs of downstream monopolization.

If Merck suspects Wal-Mart of attempted retail monopolization, Merck might — in a world without the Robinson-Patman Act — raise the wholesale price it charges Wal-Mart above the price it charges Wal-Mart’s rivals. To predatorily price against rivals by driving the retail prices of Merck products below costs, Wal-Mart must be prepared to lose even more than it would if it paid the same wholesale prices paid by rivals. Not only must Wal-Mart sell more output than rivals at below-cost prices; in addition, Wal-Mart’s per-unit losses are higher than rivals’ per-unit losses because Wal-Mart pays higher wholesale prices for the items.

Unfortunately, the Robinson-Patman Act’s restrictions on price discrimination may well make a supplier leery of charging different prices to different buyers. This leeriness, to the degree that it exists, is yet another cost of an antitrust statute notorious for its inefficiency.26

THE GENERAL LESSONS

The general lesson is that markets themselves contain incentives and opportunities for firms to police against monopolization. Such opportunities would be greater were it not for existing antitrust laws.

Consumers can rely much more confidently upon policing by market participants than upon policing by courts and administrative agencies. Firms have every incentive to accurately assess the likely future consequences of actions taken by their buyers and suppliers. Courts and enforcement bureaucracies have no such incentives and no special skills allowing them to determine when price cuts will and will not likely lead to monopolies. Although rivals of price-cutting firms have incentives to accurately assess the consequences of price cuts, rivals also have every incentive to misrepresent those consequences. Eliminating the ability of rivals to use antitrust law as a means of stifling competition will force them to compete in ways that promote consumer well-being: cutting prices, improving efficiency, and enhancing product quality.

Lamentably, too many antitrust cases and too many works of antitrust scholarship still sound the implicit theme that courts and bureaucrats are better informed about industrial and commercial matters than are entrepreneurs, investors, and firm managers. Nothing could be more distant from the truth.

Modern industrial society is marked by an astonishingly specialized division of labor and division of knowledge. Each of us specializes in only a tiny fraction of all the tasks that daily are done to keep the economy

Price discrimination can make efforts to monopolize more difficult.

Courts and enforcement bureaucracies have no incentives and no special skills allowing them to determine when price cuts will and will not likely lead to monopolies.
functioning. This intricate specialization is immensely desirable. Adam Smith’s lesson in *The Wealth of Nations* is that a people grow wealthier the more they specialize and trade. Nobel prize-winning economist F.A. Hayek expanded Smith’s point by noting that a wealthy society is marked by a division of knowledge no less than — in fact, in proportion to — its division of labor. The grocer knows nothing about making automobiles, and yet he drives a car regularly; the GM plant manager knows nothing about growing food and its reliable distribution, and yet he consumes groceries regularly. It would be pointless for either of these persons to second-guess the business decisions made by the other. If the grocer had better knowledge than the GM plant manager on how to operate an automobile-manufacturing facility, the grocer would profit by becoming a manager of such a plant and shareholders of auto firms would profit by hiring him as a manager. Likewise for the GM plant manager with regard to grocery retailing.

What is true for grocers, plant managers, and every other occupation in the private sector is true for government employees, including judges. Judges specialize in knowing the formal law. But even the most brilliant and hard-working judge can never learn all of this law, for it is too vast and too fluid. If judges cannot learn more than a fraction of the subject matter central to their occupations, it is pure fantasy to suppose that judges can become adequately informed about the multitudes of details and nuances that characterize even the simplest of industries. Each year the typical judge hears several dozen cases on a wide variety of topics, from run-of-the-mill criminal appeals, to philosophic First Amendment cases, to technical environmental disputes. To believe that a judge hearing an antitrust case can learn enough about the industry to render an informed opinion on whether or not a firm’s low prices are a justifiable competitive tactic or an unjustifiable prologue to monopoly is to believe the impossible.

We rely upon markets — and upon the voluntary exchange of private property rights central to them — precisely because the knowledge and incentives of central planners and other government agents are far inferior to the knowledge and incentives possessed collectively by market participants. This reliance upon the market is what economist Harold Demsetz calls “the trust behind antitrust.” If antitrust is meant to safeguard the free-market economy, we must generally trust the free market to work — otherwise there is no good reason to safeguard the free-market economy. Essential to a free market is reliance upon the pricing and investment decisions made by owners of private property. No one seriously claims that private owners *always* make proper decisions regarding the use of their resources, but serious scholars do insist that no one can be trusted *more* than owners consistently to make better decisions regarding the use of property. Judges are not business people.
OTHER MISGUIDED ANTITRUST INVESTIGATIONS

Like the case against Wal-Mart, a number of other antitrust cases are implicitly built upon the premise that business people don’t know enough to promote their own interests. The much-publicized government attack on Microsoft, as well as a less-publicized lawsuit against book publishers, are only two such cases.

Microsoft Is No Monopolist

Consider first Microsoft’s recent travails with the Department of Justice and the federal courts. A common complaint against Microsoft is that it enjoys monopoly power today despite the fact that its software is clearly inferior to rivals’ offerings.

The argument against Microsoft goes like this: Microsoft enjoys monopoly dominance today only because, several years ago, IBM chose to use Microsoft’s MS-DOS as the operating-system software for IBM personal computers. Therefore, IBM’s early leadership in the personal-computer market propelled Microsoft into market dominance despite the fact that Microsoft’s products were not markedly superior to those of its rivals. More importantly, say Microsoft’s critics, because of so-called “network economies,” Microsoft’s dominance in operating-system software is unchallengeable.

A network economy exists whenever the value to someone of using a particular product (here, a brand of operating-system software) is higher the greater the number of other people using that same product. Just as people want to have their telephones connected to a telephone network on which everyone else is connected, so, too, do computer users want to use the same operating system used by other computer users. (Applications software programmed to run on non-MS-DOS operating systems generally cannot be run on MS-DOS systems.) Microsoft’s critics complain that because its use by IBM gave Microsoft’s operating system a head start over other operating systems, too many people are today “locked in” to Microsoft’s products. It pays no individual to switch to superior operating systems even though almost everyone would be made better off by such a switch.

There is plenty wrong with the charges leveled against Microsoft. Many fallacies — especially those centered on alleged network economies — have been unmasked by economists Stan Liebowitz and Stephen Margolis.31 Liebowitz and Margolis convincingly show that neither theory nor history supports allegations that network economies shield inefficient firms from competition posed by superior products. After all, entrepreneurs who devise cost-effective ways for consumers to switch from less-efficient to more-efficient networks profit handsomely, and handsome profits have a
steadfast reputation for inspiring ingenious solutions. The switch during the 1980s from vinyl LPs to compact discs is one example of a switch in networks from one that was less efficient (LPs) to one that was more efficient (CDs). (The research of Liebowitz and Margolis reveals that all the popular examples of allegedly inferior network standards being inefficiently “locked-in” are bogus. Even the QWERTY keyboard and the VHS standard for videocassettes — routinely cited as examples of inefficient network standards with which consumers are now stuck — are, in fact, superior to available alternatives.)

One other point, however, has not to our knowledge yet been raised in Microsoft’s defense: all who allege that Microsoft possesses unwarranted market power assume that IBM was suicidal or stupid. Probably neither assumption is valid. Certainly neither assumption provides a sensible basis for antitrust intervention.

Back when IBM chose to use MS-DOS in its first generation of personal computers, it had every interest in avoiding the creation of monopoly power among its suppliers, such as makers of operating-system software. Computers will not run without operating-system software. The higher the price (or the lower the quality) of operating-system software, the more costly (or less worthwhile) it is for consumers to use personal computers. If Microsoft charges monopoly prices for its operating-system software, or if it produces shoddy or consumer-unfriendly merchandise, consumers won’t buy as many IBM computers.

IBM unquestionably had a profit incentive to avoid a Microsoft monopoly. Therefore, when IBM chose to use MS-DOS, it makes sense to presume that IBM was aware of whatever “market power” it might help create for Microsoft. If choosing only Microsoft to supply its operating-system software created some market power for Microsoft, IBM obviously was willing to pay this price in exchange for the greater benefits that IBM anticipated from using only Microsoft as a supplier.32

Of course, it is fashionable in the mid-1990s to point to serious errors committed by IBM in the personal-computer market during the past several years. IBM may well have seriously miscalculated the consequences of putting so many of its eggs in Microsoft’s basket. Hindsight is always less foggy than foresight. But the relevant question for purposes of devising sensible public policy is: Who has stronger incentives to make the correct decisions — profit-seeking firms familiar with the industry, or judges, juries, and bureaucrats with no particular skills or insight into the industry in question? The presumption must be that IBM was in the best position, and had the most robust incentives, to make the right decision regarding any contracts it signed with its suppliers.
It doesn’t do to argue that courts can later clean up any mistakes revealed by the passage of time. First, identifying a mistake is typically not easy, especially for an institution with no particular business acumen such as a court. What look like mistakes to some people often appear to others to be nothing more than unavoidable costs of securing some benefits. Second, if courts get into the business of regularly cleaning up the ugly consequences of mistaken business decisions — and making the heroic assumption that courts do this job effectively — the incentives of firms to make sound decisions in the first place will fall. It is precisely because IBM stands to suffer the consequences of its poor business decisions (and to reap the rewards of good decisions) that we expect IBM to exert great effort to minimize such errors.

Contrary to popular perception, it isn’t necessarily true that IBM’s decision to exclusively use MS-DOS created significant market power for Microsoft. In an industry ceaselessly churning with major changes, it is highly questionable that any advantages a firm gains initially will enable that firm to rest on its laurels in future years. It is quite likely, then, that Microsoft’s continued high market share and high earnings reflect superior performance rather than monopoly power — a likelihood further enhanced by the fact that no customers of Microsoft were among those complaining to antitrust regulators about Microsoft’s alleged monopolizing ways. Significantly, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) economist Robert Levinson, who studied the lengthy government investigation of Microsoft, reports that “none of the press reports I have seen during the four years of government investigation suggest consumer discontent with any of the allegedly anti-competitive pricing methods or other policies pursued by Microsoft.”

Once again, it is informative that dogs aren’t barking.

The bottom line is that if there were no benefits to using only Microsoft’s operating-system software, IBM likely would not have contracted exclusively with Microsoft — just as it is likely today that all computer makers have powerful incentives to do all they can to keep the software market competitive.

Don’t Book on Monopoly

Issues in another recent case are clarified by recognizing suppliers’ interests in competitive downstream markets. Last year, the American Booksellers’ Association (ABA), which represents independent booksellers, sued four large book publishers (Houghton Mifflin Co., Penguin USA, Rutledge Hill Press, and St. Martin’s Press). Just as the FTC did in a very similar case brought against publishers in 1988 (and settled in 1992), the ABA alleges that the defendant book publishers are violating the Robinson-Patman Act by granting discounts to large chain book retailers. These discounts, in turn, are said to promote monopolization of book retailing by driving smaller independently owned bookstores out of business. In brief,
the ABA rather unbelievably contends that publishers are promoting book-retailing monopolies!

Of course, there’s no way in the world that book publishers would want book retailing to be monopolized. Indeed, far from assisting in the creation of retail monopoly, publishers would take steps to thwart all genuine threats of retail monopolization in the book trade. A monopoly in book retailing means higher book prices for consumers which, in turn, means fewer books sold and lower profits in publishers’ pockets. This is not a result that publishers want. Therefore, the fact that publishers charge lower wholesale prices to large book-retailing chains than are charged to smaller independent book sellers must reflect some benefit that publishers receive from these large retailing chains that are not received from the smaller retailers. Perhaps there are economies of scale in selling and shipping in large volume, so that the unit cost of books is lower the greater the number of books sold. Perhaps the large chains provide more advertising and other marketing services for books than are provided by the smaller book sellers. There are any number of sound reasons why publishers might find it less costly per book sold to do business with large retailers than with smaller retailers. What emphatically does not make sense is the plaintiffs’ argument implying that book publishers are accomplices to monopolization of the retail book trade.

CONCLUSION

Scholars and judges broadly agree that antitrust should be used to protect consumers by guarding against inefficient monopolization. Scholars and judges also broadly agree that over-vigorous use of antitrust subverts, rather than promotes, competition. As Justice Lewis Powell wisely observed in a predatory-pricing case:

[C]utting prices in order to increase business often is the very essence of competition. Thus, mistaken inferences in cases such as this one are especially costly, because they chill the very conduct the antitrust laws are designed to protect.35

Unfortunately, private plaintiffs and government agencies often misuse antitrust laws to stymie competition by falsely accusing rivals of attempted monopolization when rivals are guilty of nothing more than satisfying consumer demands at low prices.36 The many past examples of this practice counsel against active court supervision of firms’ low-price policies. When it is further recognized that the market itself is full of incentives for suppliers, rivals, and customers to ensure that predatory-pricing schemes fail, the case for allowing suits that allege predatory pricing is too weak to take seriously. Cutting prices (in the absence of contractual agreements with suppliers not to do so) should be *per se* legal.37
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